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									Dialogue with the youth: how will we ensure that the voice of young people is heard in the European Parliament if we are elected?

									Direct democracy is a perfect instrument that should be exercised using all the tools including digital. Politicians should give platform and show opportunities, and then consider concerns expressed. We have also talked about empowering NGOs […]
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									Promote Ukraine’s Founding President Marta BARANDIY is Top Candidate for EP Elections (Voor U)

									It is with great enthusiasm and excitement that we would like to officially inform our friends, supporters, and partners that our Founding President, Ms Marta BARANDIY, has decided to present her candidacy for the upcoming […]
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									Promote Ukraine Announces “Volunteer of the Month” Initiative

									 Promote Ukraine is thrilled to announce its new initiative, “Volunteer of the Month.” It’s dedicated to the most proactive volunteers who contributed their best during the past month as the world shall know its heroes […]
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									Narratives in Media Coverage of Ukraine

									Ukraine Drone Attacks Ukraine reported that it destroyed at least six Russian military craft and damaged eight others in Russia’s Rostov region using drone attacks. (NBC News; see also Politico, AP News). Ukraine attacked drone-making […]
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									Marta Barandiy: I am Belgian-Ukrainian. I Support Europe. I Promote Flanders

									"I am Belgian-Ukrainian. I support Europe. I promote Flanders," the Promote Ukraine founder noted in an article on the website https://medium.com. Marta's personal story is deeply intertwined with Belgium, where she has been living since […]
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									Join the Demonstration

									Currently, €210 billion of Russian assets lie frozen in the EU, chiefly in Belgium's Euroclear. Despite proposals to allocate annual profits to Kyiv, Euroclear is withholding at least 5 billion euros, depriving Ukraine of vital […]
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									European Media Covers Marta Barandiy’s Run for European Parliament

									The European mass media has written about the participation of Promote Ukraine founder Marta Barandiy in the European Parliament elections. "I thank all the media for covering my running for the European Parliament together with […]
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									Transparency Is a Basic Principle of Promote Ukraine

									In this post, we are reporting on income and expenses within our humanitarian mission to Ukraine, headed by Marta Barandiy. First of all, we would like to thank everyone who took part in our fundraising. […]
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									Promote Ukraine Seeks an Advocacy Volunteer

									Promote Ukraine is looking for an SMM Advocacy Volunteer to join our team.  Description of the main activity:  The SMM Advocacy volunteer will be assigned a range of tasks in the field of international relations, […]
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									Promote Ukraine Demonstrates in Front of  Raiffeisen Bank Headquarters in Belgium

									The annual meeting of Raiffeisen Bank International shareholders took place today to discuss the bank’s possible withdrawal from the Russian market took place today in Brussels. Promote Ukraine organised a demonstration near the bank, where […]
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									NATO Marks Its 75th Anniversary

									Today NATO marks its 75th anniversary. Promote Ukraine congratulates NATO on such a remarkable day! On 4 April 1949, NATO’s founding treaty was signed by 12 nations, and since then it has been working for […]
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									A Transparent Look into How We Utilise Every Euro

									As a dedicated NGO committed to making a difference, transparency is at the heart of everything we do. Today, we're sharing a detailed breakdown of our funds, showing exactly how we've allocated the €12,721 entrusted […]
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									Join Us for an Unforgettable April Hike with Promote Ukraine!

									This April, embark on a journey like no other! Starting near the country's highest point, our route will take you through breathtaking river canyons, past the enchanting Reinhardstein waterfall, and right to the steps of […]
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									Lost Time, Lost Lives

									We cannot bring back lost lives, but we can protect lives to prevent further casualties by Russia's barbaric attacks.Human lives are our greatest value and priority.That's why #Ukraine needs a strengthened air defence system, including Patriots.because #PatriotsSaveLives Promote […]
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									Marta Barandiy: Your Voice Matters

									In Belgium, voting is a duty. This approach encourages conscious citizenship. The proper exercise of this right/duty makes sense if people learn beforehand whom to elect. Representing values, taking responsibility, embodying leadership are the principles […]
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									STOP FUELLING WAR: It’s Time for Action!

									After two years of war in Ukraine, it's time to confront a pressing question: How is the Russian army financing its operations? The answer hits closer to home than many may realise. The Belgian gas-transport […]
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									We Honour the Memory of Victims of Russian Aggression in Bucha

									We honour the memory of the victims of Russian aggression in Bucha, where from 27 February to 31 March 2022, during the occupation by Russian forces, more than 9,000 war crimes occurred, including the murder […]
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									Learn Crucial Steps to Start a Business with Event on 3 April

									Join us for an informative day dedicated to one of the most crucial steps in starting a business: business modeling and financing. This 3 April event is a collaboration between Promote Ukraine, MicroStart, and SheDidIt, […]
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									Advocacy-SMM Volunteer Open Vacancy  

									Promote Ukraine is looking for an SMM Advocacy Volunteer to join our Advocacy Team.  Description of the main activity:  The SMM Advocacy volunteer will be assigned a range of tasks in the field of international […]
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									Raiffeisen Bank Must Leave Russia: Join Our 4 April Demonstration in Brussels

									Dear friends, we invite you to join a demonstration, which will take place on 4 April at 10 a.m. in front of the main office building of Raiffeisen Bank in Belgium. On this day, the […]
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									Promote Ukraine’s Founding President Marta BARANDIY is Top Candidate for EP Elections (Voor U)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ij_Xo-M3PLQ
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